Cone Trees

Make your own forest.

Make paper cones, in different sizes & with different papers (colored/patterned), then paint, draw or decorate with glitter pens "jewels", beads or anything you can think of! Rip apart some cotton balls to make some easy snow to decorate with, or have the trees sit on.

Start by make a cone. You can make a cone by cutting a circle (you can use lids to help with making it as round as you can. Cut out a section (see below) then overlap one edge to the other and tape or glue together.
Folding & cutting a Snowflake

Every snowflake is different!
Try them in all sorts of sizes and with different papers

1. You need a SQUARE piece of paper

6. Fold the right side over to the left so that the folded edges meet.

2. Fold it in half

7. Fold in half from the point to the edge.

3. Fold in half again to make a square, then unfold to the rectangle again.

8. Cut edge end (opposite the point) at an angle. Try different angles on different snowflakes.

4. Fold the right edge in to the center fold & unfold again.

9. Cut out various nips & shapes in the edges.

5. Fold the left side corner, from the top center to the right so that it just touches the fold farthest to the right.

10. Unfold and see what you’ve created!
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Cut 2 bodies
Glue around the edges EXCEPT the bottom and stick together
OR cut a strip, big and long enough, to fit your finger(s) fold edges in and glue to backside